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ULED  

Take your TV experience from great to incredible. The picture 
quality of the H9F is driven by our exclusive ULED technologies  
which drives the PQ enhancing algorithms to boost color, 
contrast, brightness and motion. All are calibrated to work 
together in perfect harmony—to upgrade the performance of 
every pixel and create a picture that transforms your favorite 
entertainment into your Ultra-new reality.

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

The H9F features a powerful AI technology that delivers 
intelligent picture and audio quality by using algorithms to 
ensure the optimal viewing and listening experience. This 
incredibly smart feature continually and intuitively adjusts the 
areas that matter most to create amazing video and sound. 
Just plug it in. Turn it on. And don’t give it a second thought.

Peak Brightness/Full Array Local Active Zones

Full Array Local Dimming technology makes the H9F shine 
brighter. Now with even more zones, that’s greater contrast 
control for impeccable image detail. Instead of appearing 
washed out, characters in sun-drenched settings stand out. 
And shadowy figures are easily distinguishable against moonlit 
scenes. Whether it’s playing a video game or binging on today’s 
hottest docu-drama, you will see the difference as you are 
immersed in it.

Quantum Dot Wide Color Gamut 

The introduction of Quantum Dot and Wide Color Gamut 
technologies opened some eyes. By combining these two 
powerful features into one TV, we’ve unlocked the power 
of over a billion color combinations perfectly expressed. It’s 
easier to feel connected to what’s real while still enjoying the 
incredible with the H9F Series.

Android TV

With Android TV, you can enjoy the best Android has to offer 
on the biggest screen in your home. Download top Google Play 
apps and games. Stream more than 500,000 shows, movies, live 
sports and news from popular channels. Or gather around to 
watch the hottest videos from YouTube or 1,000+ Chromecast 
compatible apps. What you want. How you want it. It’s all on your 
H9F, on your terms.

Dolby Vision & HDR

Dolby Vision High Dynamic Range offers an incredible new 
vision for experiencing your favorite games, movies and shows 
by adding dramatic color, contrast and brightness to every 
second of every scene. 

Motion Rate

Blink and you missed it? Think again. The H9F is built with 
motion in mind for its native 120Hz panel. Premier hardware 
and smart image-processing work in sync to deliver Motion 
Rate 480 so you can keep your eye on the ball, a chase scene, 
or a multi-player battle. Captivating scenes grab your attention 
– and keep it with smoother motion.

Design 

Bezel-less, gorgeous—the H9F represents the height of design, 
inside and out. While eyes are naturally drawn to the sharp and 
colorful display, it’s impossible to ignore how harmonious the 
metal accents and ultra-sleek frame makes the TV fit against a 
wall or on a stand. Or how easily 4K gaming systems and other 
accessories connect. Even the speakers are strategically placed 
to maximize sound distribution as well as your sense of style. 

Make the leap to superior picture quality with the Hisense H9F se-
ries. Showcasing premium Quantum Dot technology and Hisense’s 
innovative design, the H9F proves to be in the elite class of TVs—
inside and out. 

The H9F benefits from Hisense’s patented ULED technologies. This 
combination provides the H9F with ultra-power to create backlight 
control, and PQ enhancing and tuning algorithms to boost color, 
contrast, brightness and motion. ULED focuses on the most im-
portant areas of picture quality as it uses sophisticated processes 
to transform your entertainment. 

1,000+ Nits produces incredible brightness, and an upgrade in local 
dimming zones enables superior contrast. Motion is consistent-
ly smooth thanks to Motion Rate 480 and a 120Hz native panel. 
Colors come alive with Quantum Dot Technology, which puts more 
than a billion colors on display. And HDR increases the dynamism 
so you can fully appreciate the depth of movies and shows. 

For easy navigation and plenty to watch, Android TV works with 
Alexa enabled devices and has built-in Google Assistant to offer 
a more personal touch.  Use the integrated voice search feature 
for Google Assistant to find answers or search for your favorite 
program. Enjoy 500,000+ movies and shows, plus video streaming 
from Netflix, Hulu, YouTube and more.

*Google Assistant-compatible products required to use voice com-
mands

                      



4K
H9F Series 4K UHD Android SMART TV

Model # 65H9F

DIMENSIONS/WEIGHT

TV Dimension  (Without the stand) 57.1”Lx 33.0”H x 2.9”W

                               (With the stand) 57.1”Lx 35.7”H x 11.1”W

TV stand width (inches/millime-

ters)
29.4”Lx11.1”W

TV Weight        ( Without the stand) 43.7 lbs

                               (With the stand) 45.9 lbs

Carton Dimensions 64.1”L x 38.8”H.1x7.3”W

Shipping Weight 65 lbs

DISPLAY

Actual screen size (diagonal) 64.5”

Screen class 65”

Screen type Flat

TYPE OF TV

Smart TV Yes, Android

Web Browser Yes

PICTURE QUALITY

Screen resolution 3840 x 2160

Local Dimming Yes, 

4K Upscaler Yes

Motion Rate 480

Wide Color Gamut Yes, Quantum Dot

HDR-compatible Yes

Backlight Type Source DLED FALD 

AUDIO

Audio output power (Watts) 15W x 2

Audio technologies dbx-tv

LANGUAGES

On-Screen Display English/French/Spanish

POWER

Power Consumption TBD

Standby Consumption <0.5W

Power Supply (Voltage/Hz) AC 120V/60Hz

CONNECTIVITY

WiFi Built in Yes, 802.11 a/b/g/n//ac (2x2) 

Ethernet Yes

Bluetooth® Yes

PORTS

HDMI 4 total 2.0a inputs  

 

Ethernet (LAN) 1

USB
2 total

(1 USB 3.0 and 1 USB 2.0)

HDMI ARC Yes

HDMI CEC Yes

RF Antenna 1

RCA Composite Video Input 1 

L/R Audio Input for Composite 1 

RCA Component Video Input 0

L/R Audio Input for Component 0

Digital Audio Output 1 Optical

Earphone/Audio Output 1

OTHER FEATURES

Noise Reduction Yes

Universal Control Capability for 

remote
Yes

Parental Control Yes

Closed Caption Yes

Sleep Timer Yes

WALL MOUNT

Mount Pattern 400x200

Wall mount screw M6

ACCESSORIES

Remote Yes, Voice Remote

Battery 2

Quick Start Guide and/or User 

Manual

Quick Start Guide in the box 

(User Manual available online)

Power Cord Yes

UPC 888143005485

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

All product, product specifications, and data are subject to change without notice to 
improve reliability, function, design or otherwise. ©2018 Hisense USA, All rights reserved 

Hisense USA Corporation
7310 McGinnis Ferry Road, Suwanee, GA, 30024 
1-888-935-8880
www.hisense-usa.com
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